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ABSTRACT: With the abundant variety and increasing chemical
complexity of conjugated polymers proliferating the field of organic
semiconductors, it has become increasingly important to correlate the
polymer molecular structure with its mesoscale conformational and
morphological attributes. For instance, it is unknown which
combinations of chemical moieties and periodicities predictably
produce mesoscale ordering. Interestingly, not all ordered morpholo-
gies result in efficient devices. In this work we have parametrized
accurate classical force-fields and used these to compute the
conformational and aggregation characteristics of single strands of
common conjugated polymers. Molecular dynamics trajectories are
shown to reproduce experimentally observed polymeric ordering,
concluding that efficient organic photovoltaic devices span a range of
polymer conformational classes, and suggesting that the solution-phase
morphologies have far-reaching effects. Encouragingly, these simulations indicate that despite the wide-range of conformational
classes present in successful devices, local molecular ordering, and not long-range crystallinity, appears to be the necessary
requirement for efficient devices. Finally, we examine what makes a “good” solvent for conjugated polymers, concluding that
dispersive π-electron solvent−polymer interactions, and not the electrostatic potential of the backbone interacting with the
solvent, are what primarily determine a polymer’s solubility in a particular solvent, and consequently its morphological
characteristics.

■ INTRODUCTION

Organic semiconductors have occupied the attention of the
chemical sciences for three decades, with tailorable optoelec-
tronic properties leading to a surge in fundamental and
application-driven research. Design rules proposed by synthetic,
experimental, and computational scientists have allowed for the
rational control of local molecular structure to induce specific
optoelectronic (optical gap,1 oscillator strength,2 energy level
alignment,3 reorganization energies4) and conformational
(conformational locks,5 backbone rigidity,6 torsional align-
ment7) attributes. However, equivalent design rules for
mesoscale (∼10−100 nm) conformational and morphological
properties of conjugated polymers are not as prominent,
despite the pervasive evidence that control over these length
scales is critical to device performance. For example, in organic
photovoltaics (OPV), the presence of locally ordered polymer
aggregates has been shown to directly influence exciton
dissociation,8 charge transport,9 and overall device perform-
ance.10,11 The performances of organic field-effect transistors
(OFET) also exhibit strong morphological dependencies, with
polymer melts consisting of identical backbones displaying
order of magnitude differences in charge carrier mobility
depending on the processing conditions.12,13 Similarly, polymer
thermal conductivities show delicate associations with material

crystallinity.14,15 Given the highly complex, often kinetically
trapped, nature of these morphologies, it is not surprising that
few design rules16−18 exist for how monomer molecular
structure (∼1 nm) propagates into the mesoscale morphology
(∼10−100 nm).
Ideally, one aims to deduce a polymer’s mesoscale

morphological characteristics and corresponding optoelectronic
functionality from the molecular structure of the repeat unit, a
task which is very complex. However, the prospect of rational
control is favorable for conjugated polymers, since they
encompass a broad spectrum of electrostatic and dispersion
interactions that are absent in simpler plastics.5 Conjugated
polymers also possess variable rigidity and large off-axis
chemical moieties that provide additional steric and solvation
interactions that can be leveraged for control, although it is not
fully understood how the interplay of these forces results in
observed morphologies. In this work we demonstrate the power
of fully atomistic simulations for predicting aggregation
tendencies of conjugated polymers. The seminal coarse-grained
simulations of Barbara and Rossky19 showed that four polymer
conformational classesrandom coil, globule, toroid, and
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rodexist as simple functions of monomer properties,
although subsequent work has yet to reveal an atomistic
connection between molecular structure and these conforma-
tional classes. While significant work has studied the solution-
phase conformations of P3HT and other first-generation
conjugated polymers,17,20−22 such rigorous attention to detail
has not been directed toward the chemical variety of polymers
appearing in the OPV and OFET literature, making the
establishment of general trends across different conjugated
structures difficult.
In this work we address three fundamental issues relating to

polymer morphology prediction: accurate simulation of
aggregates, determination of ideal polymer conformational
properties, and the role of solvent in aggregate formation.
First, employing high-level quantum chemistry, we accurately

parametrize a classical, OPLS-style23 force-field for 15 low-band
gap conjugated copolymers commonly studied in the OPV and
OFET literature (Figure 1).24−37 We outline how our

parametrization can be rapidly adapted to other materials, in-
line with previous work,38 allowing researchers to design a
force-field for any arbitrary conjugated polymer.
Second, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are utilized

to assess the conformational classes and aggregation tendencies
of our 15 chemically diverse polymer species. Through this
process, we reproduce known coarse-grained polymer con-
formations with atomistic simulations, correlating molecular
structure with canonical polymer conformational classes.
Moreover, the order within and across classes of conformations
is quantified using well-defined order parameters that provide a
means of correlating mesoscopic order with monomer
structure. These results are compared with experimental
characterizations, when possible, and simple rational design
rules are presented which relate molecular structure to
mesoscale morphological tendencies. By comparing order
parameters across molecular species, we conclude that
successful polymers in organic semiconductor applications
possess widely variable conformational and aggregation
characteristics; there is no one ideal conformational class.
Our analysis of polymer conformations reveals, in agreement
with experimental X-ray characterization and related theoretical

work,9 that it is likely that only local molecular ordering (4−5
π-stacked chains), and not the commonly referenced long-
range crystallinity, is a necessary condition for efficient charge
and excitation transport. This result provides insight into the
high performance of many inherently noncrystalline organic
semiconductors, such as the OPV champion material PTB7.
Third, we stress that polymer morphology is highly tailorable

with the correct processing conditions. To incorporate the
processing aspect into our simulations, we examine the role of
specific organic solvents, chloroform (CF) and chlorobenzene
(CB), and how their interactions influence polymer con-
formations. It is shown that despite the diverse electrostatic
potentials of the backbones in our polymer set, π-electron
dispersion interactions are the dominant contribution to the
solvation enthalpy, suggesting that the dispersion energy
density of the solvent can be employed to alter polymer
morphologies. Supporting this point, we show that the
dispersion interaction energy grows with the size of the π-
system, confirming that good solvents for these materials
succeed by solvating the conjugated backbone, while the side-
chain function is likely to sterically inhibit aggregate formation.

■ METHODS
Force-Field Parameterization. We utilize a combination of

density functional and wave function-based electronic structure
methods to accurately parametrize the empirical force field Optimized
Potentials for Liquid Simulations (OPLS),23 for 15 chemically diverse
molecular structures to make the set OPLS-DA. All quantum-chemical
calculations are performed using QCHEM 4.0.39 A thorough
description of parametrization procedures is provided in the
Supporting Information, and in spirit is very similar to previous
work on conjugated materials.38

Dihedrals. Each of the molecules in Figure 1 has one or more
torsions between rings that are internal to the polymer unit (defined in
Supporting Information). The torsional potentials associated with
these angles were computed at 10° intervals. For each calculation, we
constrain the dihedral angle between each unit and perform geometry
optimization (B3LYP/6-31+G**) on all remaining degrees of
freedom. These geometries are then used as inputs for RI-MP2/cc-
pVTZ single-point energy calculations, and the resulting torsional
potential energy surfaces are fit using the four-term OPLS dihedral
potential. Standard OPLS parameters are taken for the torsional angles
of the side-chains. We note that work has been performed suggesting a
dependence of the torsional barrier height on chain length. In the case
of polythiophene, the error in barrier height amounted to ∼1 kcal/mol
difference between a dimer and a hexamer,40 though it is unclear how
much this difference is an artifact of a perfectly flat chain, as well as a
bias of the self-interaction error of DFT. In our monomers, which are
significantly larger than polythiophene, we expect these errors to be
even smaller. Additionally, our focus on a smaller system size allows
for a more accurate treatment of weak, noncovalent interactions with a
high-level wave function method (RI-MP2), and thus should more
accurately determine the positions and relative well depths of the
torsional minima, which we believe should be more important to the
morphological order than the torsional barrier height.

Geometries. To determine accurate intramolecular geometries, each
polymer unit in Figure 1 is terminated with thiophenes on both sides
to imitate the effect of being part of a conjugated backbone, as this will
noticeably affect the backbone charge distribution. These structures
are then optimized at the B3LYP/6-31+G** level of theory, and the
internal equilibrium bond lengths and angles of each unit are added to
the OPLS-DA force field. For the actual simulations, these terminating
thiophenes are removed.

Stretching and Bending. Inter-ring harmonic stretching constants
between conjugated units are determined by computing the potential
energy surface of the bonded pair at varying intermolecular separations
(B3LYP/6-31+G**), and fitting the resulting potential energy surface

Figure 1. Structures of the repeat units for the polymers included in
this study. Here R denotes an alkane side chain. The specific chemical
structure of each R group is provided in the Supporting Information.
The attachment points on each molecule are highlighted by red dots.
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to a harmonic potential, from which a harmonic force constant and
equilibrium bond distance are extracted. All other stretching and
bending parameters in the force-field are taken from common OPLS
parameters for conjugated units and alkyl side-chains.
Atomic Partial Charges. It is necessary to parametrize the partial

charges in these polymeric systems, as the existence of substantial
electrostatic interactions between second and third row atoms is well-
known. In previous work, we have observed the shortcomings of
Mulliken charges due to their well-known instability with regard to
basis set.5 Atomic partial charges are calculated from the thiophene-
terminated geometries (see Supporting Information for justification)
using the “Charges from the Electrostatic Potential on a Grid”
(ChelpG41) method for electrostatic potential fitting implemented in
QCHEM 4.0, using the ground state electrostatic potential determined
from a B3LYP/6-31+G** calculation.
van der Waals Interactions. All van der Waals interaction

coefficients are taken from those defined for conjugated organic
species in the original OPLS force-field.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations. Conformational Class

Determination: 30mer Simulations. Using the OPLS-DA force-
field, each of the polymers in the set was polymerized to be a linear
chain of 30 repeat units (calculations using the reported molecular
weights show that the lengths of polymers studied in the OPLS-DA set
are between 30 and 250 repeat units). Each distinct MD trajectory
begins with a random distribution of dihedral angles along the
backbone, which is then energy minimized into a local minimum
energy extended conformation. NVT simulations are performed with a
background dielectric constant equivalent to chlorobenzene (ε = 10), a
commonly used solvent. Simulated annealing is performed at 550 K
for 1 ns to explore conformational space, followed by a linear cooling
to 300 K over the course of 2 ns, settling into a local energy minimum.
For each polymer species, five distinct trajectories are performed,
totaling 15 ns for each polymer species. All MD simulations are
performed using TINKER.42 The conformational class of each
polymer is determined by averaging the radii of gyration and dihedral
distributions from the final conformations of all trajectories. In most
cases, the conformations are sufficiently divergent that visual
inspection is sufficient for categorization.
Aggregate Order Determination: Folded Strand Simulations. In

the 30mer simulations, the extended polymer initial condition leads to
many kinetically trapped, extended conformations where globules or
aggregates cannot be accessed in the given simulation time. To
explicitly sample the aggregates classes and their corresponding chain−
chain π-stacking order, we artificially bias the initial simulation
geometry to be in a singly folded conformation. To do this, each
molecular structure in the OPLS-DA set is polymerized to a length
corresponding to ∼150 nm. The oligomer is initially minimized in the
extended conformation with a random distribution of dihedral angles.
Following minimization, the oligomer is folded in half and minimized
into the local, π-stacked minimum. This process occurs by defining a
harmonic angle potential between the ends of the extended strand and
its bisection point, and performing a minimization. Subsequently, this
constraint is removed, and a regular minimization is performed to fall
into the folded minimum. From this minimum, an NVT annealing run
is performed for 2 ns at 550 K, followed by a linear cooling back down
to 300 K over the course of 1 ns. Twenty trajectories are performed for
each polymer species and the final geometric structure from each
trajectory is used for order parameter analysis. While ideally the extent
of these molecular dynamics simulations would be longer to more fully
access global energy minima, sufficient divergence of conformational
classes as a function of molecular structure can already be observed for
our short trajectories, and often the conformational space of the
aggregate becomes frozen upon aggregation, rendering longer
trajectories as extremely inefficient explorations of phase space.
Ideally, advanced sampling methods could be used in conjunction
with Langevin dynamics to more fully sample phase space, but since
our interest is primarily large trends in aggregated minima, these
longer scale simulations of aggregate folding from an extended strand
will be addressed in future studies.

Order Parameters and Contact Maps. The morphology of each
polymer chain is classified according to the Q-tensor based on the
Landau-de Gennes macroscopic order parameter,43 averaged over all
trajectories. The Q-tensor is defined as the second-order moment of
the orientational distribution function fϕ (eq 1)
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fQ mm I m
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3

d
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where m is a measure of the space 2. For a given polymer, m
corresponds to the unit vector v,̂ connecting the monomers along the
backbone of the polymer. In the de Gennes formalism, the isotropic
Q0 = 1/3I is subtracted, so Q = 0 when polymers have no orientational
order (i.e., isotropic). The eigenvalues (e1, e2, e3) of Q provide
information on the (bi/uni)-axial order of the individual polymeric
units. An idealized rigid-rod polymer would have the largest positive
eigenvalue e1 equal to unity and the other two of the eigenvalues e2, e3
identically −1/2 (Q is traceless). The eigenvector b1 of e1 would
provide the primary director for the polymer’s orientation, which in
the case of a perfectly rigid rod would correspond to the direction of
the polymer backbone. The tensor itself is not amenable to
visualization, but Q can be conceptually captured by correlating each
polymer unit orientation as a contact map, where we visually represent
the matrix M (eq 2).

= ·̂ ̂v vMij i j (2)

As an example of this type of analysis, Figure 2 presents the contact
map and Q-tensor eigenvalues of a rigid-rod polymer, a singly folded

rigid rod polymer, and a globular polymer. Note that for polymer
strands exhibiting a single fold, antiparallel alignment (negative
correlation−red) is observed between the first and second halves of
the strand. In the folded strand simulations that follow, residual
antiparallel correlations can be observed as a result of the initially
folded geometry bias.

Tetramer Solvation Calculations. The OPLS-DA tetramers were
solvated in a periodic cell of length 65 or 100 Å, depending on the DA
unit size, with one of two chlorinated solvents, CB or CF. The density
of solvent in the simulation cell was taken at 1 atm and 25 C, and for
CB and CF it is 1.11 and 1.50 g/mL, respectively. Each solvation box
is then locally minimized to remove bad contacts. The minimized cell
was annealed for 700 ps at 550 K, before taking solvation
measurements every 10 ps for another 500 ps at 300 K; the
electrostatic, Echarge, van der Waals, Edisp, and total potential energy, Esys
= Echarge + Edisp were calculated from each snapshot, as well as the
radius of gyration (Rg).

The enthalpy of mixing ΔHm for each polymer solvent system was
calculated from the intermolecular interactions between the tetramer

Figure 2. Structure, contact map, and Q-tensor eigenvalues of
idealized rigid rod, ordered stack, and globule conformations.
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and the solvent shell of the conformationally averaged trajectories.
From each trajectory, the solvent cohesive energy density (εsolv) and
polymer self-interaction energies (EDA) are also calculated, taking into
account only the Echarge and Edisp components of the energy. We write
the solvation energy density for each polymer as

εΔ
=

− −H
V

E V E

V
m

DA

sys solv box DA

DA (1)

where VDA and Vbox are volumes of the swollen tetramer and box,
respectively.

■ RESULTS
Canonical Conformational Classes from 30mer Tra-

jectories. MD simulations of 30mers of each polymer species
are performed to assess the conformational class of each
polymer. To account for the existence of specific π−π
interactions in these materials, we have adjusted our conforma-
tional class definitions relative to those of Rossky to reflect the
detail of the atomistic simulations (Figure 3): rod/ideal-chain,

globule, toroid, and stacked rod. The differentiation between
globule and stacked rod is vital, as these two aggregate types
possess vastly different optoelectronic properties due to
different dihedral distributions and π-stacking order. Addition-
ally, we characterize the dihedral order of each, using the
classification “twisted” to define low dihedral barriers and
nonplanar dihedral minima, and “planar” to define high
dihedral barriers and planar minima.
It is clearly observed (Supporting Information Figure S1−

S15) that the resultant conformations from the OPLS-DA set
span the four canonical conformational classes previously
defined. Specifically, we find that polymers with linear
conjugated backbones and small geometric components
orthogonal to the direction of the backbone (D1, D4, D9,
D12, D13, D14, D15) possess the greatest ability to form the
ordered classes of rod/ideal-chain, stacked rod, and toroid (see
Supporting Information). Conversely, polymers with nonlinear
conjugated backbones and/or cramped alkyl side-chain
interactions (D2, D3, D5, D7, D8, D10, D11) are more
prone to the disordered globule state. Polymers that are
intermediate between these two extremes of linearity (D7, D8,
D11) exhibit a mixture of ordered and disordered conforma-
tional classes. These results support the concept that backbone
linearity is fundamental to obtaining ordered conformational
classes, and consequently crystalline materials. However, it is

important to note that side-chain choice is a tunable parameter
that can likely seriously affect extended polymer conformations.
Previous work has shown that side-chain density and placement
in P3HT alters the backbone conformations via entropic
(excluded volume) and dispersion interactions.21,44 Conse-
quently, a conjugated backbone’s linearity is only an initial
guess for its ability to π-stack and form ordered conformational
classes.
While backbone linearity is one fundamental determinant of

ordered conformational class formation, the ability of these
molecules to form π-stacks can be influenced by the dihedral
angle distribution of the polymer, which incorporates both the
monomer−monomer torsional potential, as well as side-chain/
side-chain interactions. The dihedral distributions of the 30mer
trajectories were analyzed to quantify the relative impact of
dihedral distortion on the observed conformations (Supporting
Information Figure S1−S15). From these distributions it is
clear that the computed monomer−monomer RI-MP2 tor-
sional potential serves as a reasonable approximation to the
dihedral distributions obtained from MD trajectories. However,
in a number of cases the relative population of particular wells
does not correspond to that predicted from the RI-MP2
dihedral partition function (D2, D3, D4, D5, D9, D11, D12).
Additionally, polymers with attainable planar dihedral angles
are often observed to have little population at planar dihedral
angles, and significantly more at a 30°−60° deviation from the
minimum. This result is indicative of strong side-chain
interactions in the polymer globule. Consequently, the torsional
potential computed from electronic structure methods is often
not a reliable predictor of torsional potentials in the aggregate,
particularly for materials that do not already possess strong
ordering tendencies.
The relationship between the ordering tendency of the

aggregate and the RI-MP2 dihedral potential can be directly
analyzed from the 30mer trajectories. The dihedral potential is
fundamentally related to the conjugation length of the polymer,
and the ability of a particular conformational class to π-stack
requires coordination of multiple conjugated units. From a
comparison of all polymers (Supporting Information Figure
S1−S15), it is observed that while polymers with planar
dihedral minima (D1, D4, D7, D8, D9, D10, D12, D15) are
often planar (D1, D4, D9, D15), notable exceptions occur (D7,
D8, D10, D12). In the cases of D7, D8, D10, and D12, all of
these polymers possess nonlinear backbones, and this is likely
the reason that their 30mer trajectories do not all result in
highly ordered conformational classes. Contrastingly, linear
backbones with nonplanar dihedral minima tend to form
stacked rods that possess significant torsional disorder, resulting
in twisted, stacked rod conformations.
We briefly note that the knowledge gained from conforma-

tional class determination for these polymers (See Supporting
Information Figure S1−S15) can have a great impact on
spectroscopic analysis and computational rational design.
Recent spectroscopic work has analyzed the role of solution-
phase aggregation on ultrafast spectroscopic quantities in great
detail,20,45−48 and an atomistic picture of chain conformations is
fundamental to interpreting spectroscopic data.49 The fact that
classical force-fields can be rapidly adapted to any conjugated
polymer provides an exciting avenue that can complement
current spectroscopic work. On the rational design front, one
could use high-level computational methods to correlate
molecular descriptors with conformational class, and incorpo-

Figure 3. Four mesoscale conformations observed in 30mer
trajectories: (a) globule, (b) toroid, (c) stacked rod, and (d) rod.
Red entities represent the electron “donor” block of the copolymer
backbone, while blue represents the electron “acceptor” block. In panel
c, Nfolds, is the number of folded layers in the stacked rod. In d, lc is the
conjugated length of the polymer.
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rate the polymer mesoscale into a computational rational
design process.50,51

Quantifying Order in the Polymer Aggregate. While
the previous 30mer calculations showcase a polymer’s
conformational tendencies, it is necessary from an optoelec-
tronic viewpoint to quantify the fine detail regarding polymeric
ordering present in the aggregated state. To this end,
foundational work by Spano has formulated this ordering in
terms of simple spectroscopic observables.52 Aggregate
fluorescence studies by various groups have also provided
much experimental insight into aggregate order.53−55 In the
film, and often in dilute solutions,46 polymer strands will be
aggregated, and thus we aim to elucidate the precise aggregate
order for an arbitrary polymer with atomistic detail. To this
end, we examine artificially folded (aggregated) single strands
of each polymer in the OPLS-DA set, and compute order
parameters that provide insight into the backbone ordering in
the aggregated state.
While a variety of molecular structures have been para-

metrized and studied in this work, we have chosen three
experimentally well-characterized molecular structures (Figure
4) on which to demonstrate the power of this approach to

determining polymer order, TQ1 (D3), DPPT-TT (D4), and
PTB7 (D14). These three structures span a wide range of
polymeric order, and thus provide an experimental benchmark
to compare simulations against. For an analysis of other
members of the OPLS-DA set, we direct the interested reader
to the Supporting Information.
Disordered TQ1. Analysis begins with TQ1, one of the

most disordered materials present in OPLS-DA. All 30mer
trajectories for TQ1 resulted in the disordered globule
conformation. When TQ1 is folded into the aggregated state,
annealed, and analyzed using the de Gennes formalism, it
becomes readily apparent that TQ1 exhibits no strong ordering
tendencies as evidenced by the lack of correlation in the contact
map beyond nearest neighbors. Additionally, Q-tensor
eigenvalues (e1 = 0.42, e2 = −0.09, e3 = −0.33) show little
uniaxial alignment providing further evidence that there is no
dominant director present in the system. The dihedral
distribution derived from molecular dynamics trajectories is
also highly nonplanar, as expected from the computed torsional
potentials.

Experimental characterization demonstrates that TQ1 forms
little long-range π-system order in either film or solution.
Powder X-ray diffraction measurements show clear peaks at
25.1 and 4.33 Å, indicating regular spacing between π-
conjugated main chains and loosely packed alkyl chains,
respectively; the fact that the spacing between π-conjugated
main chains is so large suggests significant torsional disorder,
and little-to-no π-stacking. This characteristic π-system disorder
is supported by the visible absorption spectrum of both the
solution and the film.26,56 The presence of vibronic structure or
spectral shifts in the film and solution absorption spectra are
indicative of π-ordering and backbone planarization, respec-
tively. Polymers that are strongly ordered in solution exhibit a
negligible red-shift when cast as a film, and possess vibronic fine
structure in both the solution and film absorption spectra. In
solution TQ1 exhibits a Gaussian absorption that is significantly
blue-shifted from the film absorption,26 and depositing the
material into the film planarizes the backbone, redshifting the
absorption. The authors note that heating the solution to 100
°C results in a blue shift of the absorption, indicating the
dispersal solution-phase aggregates. However, the distinct lack
of vibronic structure indicates the absence of torsional ordering
in the solution aggregate. Even in film, TQ1’s absorption
spectrum does not demonstrate the vibronic fine structure that
is characteristic of many conjugated polymers, suggesting that
the π-system is highly disordered. The π -system disorder of
TQ1 can be correlated with the nonlinear geometric shape of
the monomer molecular structure, along with the nonplanar
dihedral minima.

Crystalline DPPT-TT. Having had success describing the
disordered structure of TQ1, we now examine a highly ordered
structure, DPPT-TT. Experimentally, diketopyrrolopyrrole-
based polymers are known for their strong crystallinity, high
OFET mobilities, and long-range order in films of these
materials.57 This specific flavor of DPPT-TT polymer27 also
demonstrates strong ordering and a well-defined π-stacking
peak at 3.8 Å, as revealed through X-ray characterization.12

Spectroscopically, this material has nearly identical experimen-
tal solution and film absorption spectra, possessing well-defined
vibronic structure in both solution and film, as well as a
negligible redshift of the absorption edge after being deposited
into the film, all of which indicate a highly ordered structure in
both solution and film.
Folded strand simulations of DPPT-TT suggest it to be one

of the most ordered polymers in the OPLS-DA set,
demonstrating only rod/ideal-chain or stacked rod classes in
the 30mer calculations. In computations of the folded strand,
DPPT-TT’s Q-tensor eigenvalues suggest a highly ordered
system (e1 = 0.75, e2 = −0.34, e3 = −0.41), which can be visually
represented through the contact map showing strong
correlations beyond nearest neighbors (Figure 4). The torsional
potential of DPPT-TT has deep planar minima and a large
torsional barrier, which can be attributed to the significant
quinoidal character of DPPT-TT, as well as the presence of
nontraditional intramolecular hydrogen bonds.5 The linearity of
the DPPT-TT backbone also appears to be conducive to
forming an ordered structure.

Locally Ordered, Noncrystalline PTB7. The simulation
techniques described previously have properly characterized
two extremes of the order spectrum for conjugated polymers,
highly amorphous, and highly crystalline. We now extend the
simulations to, for the first time, examine the conformational
and aggregation properties of PTB7 using atomistic MD. It is

Figure 4. Structure, contact map, and Q-tensor eigenvalues of TQ1
(D3), PTB7 (D14), and DPPT-TT (D4).
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well-known that PTB7 is not highly crystalline in bulk-
heterojunction (BHJ) blends and neat films, though it still
exhibits record device efficiencies when incorporated into OPV.
Experimentally, PTB7 is well characterized. X-ray diffraction

performed on neat films showed two diffraction peaks, one at
3.8−4.0 Å (π-stacking) and the other at 28−31 Å
corresponding to the spacing between coplanar alkyl chains.58

Other work has described the content of PTB7 domains in the
active layer to be ∼20% crystalline, supporting the existence of
a high fraction of amorphous polymer.59 Scherrer analysis of
the coherence lengths of π-stacked domains yielded an average
coherence length of ∼4−5 stacked chains for PTB7, as opposed
to ∼16 stacks for P3HT, further underscoring the mixed
amorphous/crystalline propensities of PTB7.
The linear absorption spectrum of PTB7 exhibits identifiable,

though not well-defined, vibronic structure in its solution
spectrum, as well as in its thin film spectrum, with a negligible
redshift in going from solution to film. This is indicative of
ordered aggregation occurring in both the solution and the film.
Other studies of materials closely related to PTB7 have
demonstrated that the solution-phase spectrum significantly
blueshifts and loses vibronic structure upon heating.60

Changing the aggregate character in PTB7 also intimately
affects charge generation dynamics, with more ordered
aggregates exhibiting a larger branching ratio of charge
separated to charge transfer states.60

Simulations of PTB7 reveal a system which is intermediate
between the highly disordered TQ1, and the highly ordered
DPPT-TT. The results of the 30mer simulations show a system
which sometimes adopts stacked rods, and sometimes globules.
This is consistent with previous studies showing subtle side-
chain variations affecting the nature of the aggregate.60 Q-
tensor eigenvalues of (e1 = 0.57, e2 = −0.22, e3 = −0.35) suggest
a state of intermediate order, which is additionally supported by
the well-defined contact map of the folded strand simulations.
The contact map correlations are weaker than those in DPPT-
TT, but clearly much stronger than in the case of TQ1.
Are Rigid π-Systems a Requirement for Efficient

Devices? Conventional rational design for conjugated
polymeric materials typically revolves around the following
concept: large, rigid π systems and planar dihedral minima with
large torsional barriers will enhance π-stacking and increase
crystallinity. However, given the above analysis of TQ1, DPPT-
TT, and PTB7, it is clear that high-performance conjugated
polymers cover a variety of conformational classes. Note that
we are not referring to the BHJ cell, only the innate
conformational characteristics of the polymer species itself.
Indeed, the highest performing OPV material to date, PTB7, is
not highly ordered over long length scales, and only maintains
order over the scale of ∼4 π-stacks. In support of this point,
Supporting Information Figure S1−S15 list the value of the
largest positive order parameter computed for each material in
our polymer set, as well as the optimized OPV BHJ power
conversion efficiency (PCE) for each. Despite the variations in
polymer ordering, all polymers, crystalline or amorphous,
possess PCE well over 5%. Given this knowledge, the synthetic
strategy of rigid conjugated polymer backbones does not seem
immediately necessary, although the benefits of planarity for
intramolecular charge transport are obvious, given that the
intermonomer coupling is a function of the dihedral angle.61

For BHJ, it is possible that the ideal polymer would be
flexible enough to pack efficiently and explore phase space, yet
rigid and ordered enough to possess good charge transport over

short length scales. More rigid polymers would favor transport
but frustrate packing,62 while completely amorphous polymers
would pack well but poorly transport charge, in agreement with
recent theoretical work by Troisi demonstrating that the
mechanism of charge transport changes from intramolecular to
intermolecular as a function of backbone rigidity.63 Perhaps the
best compromise between these extremes is an amorphous
polymer with a planar backbone, as was recently reported as
achieving high carrier mobilities.64 It is telling that the most
successful OPV polymers are not remarkable OFET materials,
which favor highly crystalline structures. Similar arguments
have been made in the field of ionic transport polymers.62

Consequently, rigid backbones might be better for OFETs,
where charge transport must occur over longer length scales. In
OPVs, backbone flexibility might more successfully accom-
modate fullerene domains, since charge transport must navigate
the convoluted bicontinuous domains of the BHJ.
With a typical length scale of π-stacking correlations of

approximately four chains, PTB7 might be a good intermediate
point between the rigid and flexible charge transport regimes.
Consequently, utilizing localized order in a sea of disorder
could be an excellent design strategy for circumventing many of
the problems associated with disordered organic semiconduc-
tors. This argument has been put forth in a similar context,
using regularly localized molecular orbitals to achieve high
charge mobilities in a noncrystalline film.18

The role that processing plays in organic semiconductor
devices cannot be overstated. It has been clearly shown that
record charge carrier mobilities can be achieved by using
sophisticated processing techniques to align polymer strands.65

Aggregate formation through the intentional use of poor
solvents has also induced large increases in mobilities.66 Indeed,
innumerable advances in OPV device performance have come
as a result of processing additives and annealing techniques.67,68

As a result, it is evident that most polymers can be processed
into a wide variety of morphologies and this largely explains
how polymers with such disparate morphological features can
produce high-performing devices. Consequently, the simu-
lations performed here only represent the conformational
tendencies and preferences of a given material, though the
actual morphologies can be significantly altered with the correct
processing techniques.

Polymer−Solvent Interactions. The fundamental role
solvent plays in dictating polymer conformation has been
known since the early work of Flory.69 Since the previous
calculations did not include explicit solvent interactions, they
represent an approximation to the conformations a polymer
would take in solvent. To elucidate the effects of solvent on
conjugated polymer conformations, we have performed explicit
solvent simulations of tetramers of the OPLS-DA set in two
common solvents, chloroform (CF) and chlorobenzene (CB).
To understand the role of solvent in dictating conformations,

it is first necessary to understand whether the dominant
solvating interaction is predominantly electrostatic or dispersive
in nature.70−72 By determining if electrostatic or dispersive
interactions are dominant, one can identify the ability to shift
the solution-phase conformations of polymers by rationally
varying solvent quality. To provide insight into solvation effects,
we plot the solvation enthalpy density (SED = ΔHt/VDA)
versus both the dispersion and electrostatic components of the
interaction energy, for all members of the OPLS-DA set in both
CB and CF (Figure 5). Figure 5 clearly demonstrates that the
SED exhibits a strong correlation with the dispersion energy
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component, and no correlation with the electrostatic energy
component. This result is encouraging for the rational control
of polymer conformations, as it reveals that the precise nature
of the electrostatic potential of the backbone is largely
irrelevant for morphological control; the dispersion component
of the energy is significantly more important. Consequently, if
one is trying to control the quality of the solvent to influence
conformations, one can, as a first approximation, only focus on
the dispersion parameter of the solvent. Such interaction
specific solvent control is the essence of Hansen’s approach to
solubility.72,73

While dispersion energy is the dominant component of the
interaction between polymer and solvent, its exact origin is not
clear, as both solvent−backbone and solvent−side-chain
interactions exist. By examining the SED for all polymers in
both CF and CB (Figure 6), it is clear that the polymers with

the most π-electrons per repeat unit exhibit the largest SED.
This result suggests that solubility and conformational control
are primarily induced by backbone-solvent interactions; a
conclusion which makes intuitive sense, as sp3 alkyl carbons
generally have very weak interactions, while the π-systems carry
strong dispersion interactions. This argument is additionally
supported by the fact that experimentally chlorinated solvents
are always good solvents for conjugated polymers; a fact which
can be attributed to CF, CB, and 1,2-dichlorobenzene’s (DCB)
chlorine atoms (which carry a larger van der Waals coefficient
than carbon) and CB and DCB’s aromatic structure. In final
agreement with this point is the fact that in Figure 6, CB is a
better solvent than CF for the majority of materials studied,
suggesting that the flat π-system of CB can more effectively
maximize dispersive interactions than the tetrahedral CF.
Regarding the role of side chains, it is likely that their role is

primarily to entropically penalize aggregate formation by
sterically interrupting interactions between π-systems. While
we do not possess definitive evidence at this time, we suspect
that solvation has little to do with advantageous side-chain/
solvent interactions. This point is additionally supported by the
common experimental observation that two alkyl chains, one
branched and one linear, with the same number of carbons, will
exhibit drastically different solubility, with the branched group
being more soluble. Since a branched chain and a linear chain
of the same length will possess nearly identical surface areas for
solvent interactions, this point additionally supports the
absence of advantageous side-chain/solvent interactions.
With this in mind, one can consider the ability to control

polymer conformations via solvent choice. Conventionally, one
expects bad solvents to cause a decrease in the radius of
gyration. Even in simulations as small as tetramers in two
“good” solvents, the radii of gyration of our polymer set
(Supporting Information Figure S16) are typically smaller in
CF than in CB, especially for longer tetramers (D2/D5) in
agreement with CB often being a better solvent for these
materials. With this in mind, one can work to control how
aggregated a polymer is in solution prior to its deposition. If the
goal is to deposit long, extended strands into the film, one
should choose a solvent that maximizes dispersive interactions.
If one would like to aggregate the solvent as much as possible
prior to deposition, a solvent should be chosen which has a
lower dispersive interaction density, causing the radius of
gyration to shrink, completely analogously to solvent quality in
Flory’s formulation. We hypothesize that the dispersive
interactions necessary for solubilizing conjugated polymers
might place an upper limit on the π-electron density one may
have in a repeat unit, as the only solvents capable of matching
that dispersion energy density will be π-systems themselves,
which at some size cease to be liquids.

■ CONCLUSION
Using high-level quantum-chemical computation, we have
parametrized an OPLS-style classical force-field for a set of
15 diverse polymer molecular structures, and used it to study a
variety of conjugated polymer morphological attributes. By
analyzing the conformational classes of our polymer set using
MD simulations, we present simple design rules relating a
polymer’s molecular structure to its mesoscale conformational
class. We compare our computational results to experimental
results for three paradigmatic conjugated polymers, concluding
that only local polymer ordering, and not long-range
crystallinity, is a necessary requirement for efficient organic

Figure 5. Solvation enthalpy density versus dispersion interaction
energy of all polymers in CF and CB explicit solvent. (a) The
dispersion interaction collapses the SED of the polymers onto a line
(dashed). (b) Conversely, the electrostatic energy shows no
correlation with the SED.

Figure 6. Solvation energy densities for all OPLS-DA polymers in
both CF and CB.
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semiconductor devices. Supporting this point, it is demon-
strated that successful OPV BHJ polymers span a wide variety
of conformational classes, indicating the overriding importance
of processing in these devices.
Molecular dynamics simulations are performed to determine

the attributes of a “good” solvent for conjugated polymers. We
conclude that dispersive interactions, namely the size of the π-
electron system, play the dominant role in determining the
solvation energy of a polymer, with the electrostatic potential of
our diverse polymer backbones playing a far lesser role. We
suggest that the primary role of solubilizing side chains is to
entropically penalize aggregate formation by interrupting π−π
interactions between chains.
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